
S O F I Ne 

Lyrics by Brock Tinsley 

I have a theory 

We've got chemistry 

Show me how clever you can be 

Run experiments on me 

I'm dressed up in silver 

You're dressed up in gold 

Come test my theory 

That we've got chemistry 

 

  You're lit gunpowder 

  I couldn’t breathe without you 

  Rocket fuel and iodine 

  A thousand neon lights 

  You're so fine 

  You're S O F I Ne 

 

Let’s break laws today 

Let's bask in gamma rays 

I am the element of surprise that you crave 

Growth or decay 

It's all the same 

Nobody's leaving unchanged 

Three dots indicate 

That we've got chemistry 

 

Let's graduate to lessons in Rag Doll Biology 

Let's graduate to lessons in Bad Girl Psychology 

When it comes to you and I 

The science doesn't lie 

You're so fine, 

You're S O F I Ne 



AAA 

lyrics by Brock Tinsley 

 

Cocktails, candy, cabaret; 

A woman of expensive taste 

But nothing turns her on like victory 

 

Shape and stick, rock and roll 

Drugs and sex, high and score, 

Up and down, left to right 

B, A, Start 

 

 To her, love's just a game; 

 A record she needs break 

 Once she leaves her mark on you 

 You won't forget her name 

 She's AAA 

 

You'll find her at the House of TARG 

Stealing every player's heart 

Intimidating as a movie star 

 

Shape and stick, rock and roll 

Drugs and sex, high and score, 

Up and down, left to right 

B, A, Start 

 

A challenger appears (AAA!) 

She doesn't flinch 

She just hands their ass back to them 

 

 To her, love's just a game; 

 A record she needs break 

 Once she leaves her mark on you 

 You won't forget her name 

 She's AAA 

 She's AAA 

 Don't ever forget her name 

 She's AAA 

 

Do you want to continue? 

Time is running out as you slowly fade to black 

Do you wanna try again? 

Have you had enough? 

Come on 

One last chance before you're spent and out on your own 

 

She's AAA 



 

The Glimmer Shot 

lyrics by Ian Nichols, Brock Tinsley 

 

I am the living dead 

Reanimated from a deathly slumber 

Many years have passed 

Creating questions that may not have answers 

A stranger guiding me 

Traveling through time to change the future 

How will this saga end? 

The possibilities are overwhelming 

 

Become legend 

Make my own fate 

 

 Where the light ends 

 I'll find you 

 Discover all your hidden truth 

 I was destined to save you 

 

You are the Traveler 

Chased across the stars and galaxies by fearsome entities 

Through unknowns I've divined wild theories 

And I have become immersed 

As I ponder beginnings 

Anticipating answers and closure that I have been chasing sets my thoughts on fire 

 

Regardless of the struggle I'll stand for you 

 

I am a Guardian 

At the vanguard of a brand new age 

Opposing entropy 

Protecting the last stronghold of humanity 

Oh defending our humanity 



See You Soon 

lyrics by Brock Tinsley 

 

If no one from the future is coming back to stop me now 

leaving you behind must not be so bad 

Once in a life time offer too incredible to forgo 

Three words that help me come back home 

She told me 

 

 “Stay in one piece, keep your voice strong for me. 

 I don't say goodbye, so see you soon” 

 I asked of her 

 “How on Earth aren't you wasting your time on me?” 

 She don't say why, just 

 “See you soon” 

 

You've been so patient with me 

entertaining all my hopes and dreams 

Are we past the point of no return? 

“If given the choice, would you follow me?” 

 

Even if I'm gone you never leave my thoughts 



Impasse 

lyrics by Brock Tinsley 

 

I’ve been perfecting my technique 

A swan dive into raging waters inside my mind 

Far below the tidal waves the water is quiet 

It’s funny how the more things change 

the more they start to look the same 

And coming up for air becomes dangerous 

 

And then my fingers snap just like you told them to 

But nothing happens 

I don’t suddenly feel any happier 

 

 You can't make my mind whole any easier than I can improve your point-of-view 

 We're both stuck in our ways 

 

Forever playing hide and seek 

I must say I have grown weary of these monkeyshines 

Olly olly oxen free 

It's dark outside now 

It’s funny how the more we hide the easier we are to find 

Gonna count to three 

Show yourself to me 

 

 You can't mend my mind any easier than I can improve your point-of-view 

 We're both stuck in our ways 

 

Some days I don't feel incomplete 

Some days never start 

We're both stuck in our ways so let's take this one day at a time 



Exposure Exposure 

lyrics by Ian Nichols, Brock Tinsley 

 

Who makes suicidal drives 

braving deadly elements just to hurry up and wait? 

We do 

Who sleeps forty winks at night in machines traveling at 100mph? 

We do 

 

 Every memory made on the road is worth the cost to us 

 We're having the time of our lives 

 We don't want this night to end 

 We live and we die for rock n' roll 

 

Who encounters criminals every day, every week 

and still lives to tell the tale? 

We do 

Who gets lost in empty rooms 

crowded cities that confuse? 

Who gets sick of being away? 

We do 

 

 Every memory made on the road is worth the cost to us 

 We're having the time of our lives 

 We don't want this night to end 

 We live and we die for rock n' roll 

 

I want to believe 

 

We want to believe that music unifies us all 

and it's our responsibility to strive for change 

 

I want to believe 

You want to believe 

We have to believe 

We need to believe 
 



Death of Lucidity 

lyrics by Brock Tinsley 

 

Cloak-and-dagger with a plastic knife 

No words to say that could make this right 

You will never make history books joining forces with spineless crooks 

I stand tall, despite that knife in my back 

My life's work 

Intact` 

You've been forgotten about while your head was in the clouds 

 

 Get gone, rogue! 

 

And then there were three... 

Death of lucidity 

 

Cloak-and-dagger in a voguish shroud 

Another face hidden in the crowd 

You will never reach fortune or fame through ceilings of glass on a tower of blame 

Ran away 

to be the latest member of a major play full of understudies; 

Could have had it all 

 

 Get gone, rogue! 

 

And then there were three... 

Death of lucidity 

You bring out the worst in me 

Death of lucidity 

 

I never doubted I would make it this far even though you tried to drag me down 

 

Chorus 

 

And then there were three... 

Death of lucidity 

You bring out the worst in me 

Made sick by your betrayal 

Today we cured the plague 



Godzilla 

lyrics by Buck Dharma 

 

With a purposeful grimace and a terrible sound 

He pulls the city's high tension wires down 

 

Helpless people on subway trains 

Scream bug-eyed as he looks in on them 

 

He picks up a bus and he throws it back down 

As he wades through the buildings towards center of town 

 

Oh no, they say he's got to go 

go go Godzilla 

Oh no, there goes Tokyo 

go go Godzilla 

 

History shows again and again 

How nature points out the folly of men 

 



Weakened Warriors 

lyrics by Ian Nichols, Brock Tinsley 

 

We follow a path on ambition to the point where we encounter strife 

Your greatest ambitions may fail you 

Strength is shown by those who persevere overcoming any obstacle 

Even great intentions can fail you if all those intentions collide 

 

 When style duels work / Life tips the balance 

 When pen breaks sword / Passions pay the price 

 We're weakened warriors 

 

Spent my whole life readying for battle for us all 

I'll spend another fighting convention for you all 

You're scared of what happens when the ink dries up 

Hey, kid that's when you write in blood 

 

There’s a yearning to escape back to the days 

where we felt free to wonder 

Our dreams won't achieve greater things if we settle down to a routine 

If life gets in the way and your life’s work gives way to a new routine 

Stand up tall and say 

“I'm a fucking warrior and there's not stopping me!” 

 

We might be weakened but deep down inside we know we are warriors 
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